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Abstract
This paper mvestigates
the use of CELP (Code Excited
Lmear Prediction)
in codmg wideband
speech signals at an operatmg
rate of 16
kbits/sec
The wideband
signals under consrderation
are bandlumted
to 7500 Hz and sampled at 16 kHz. In order to achieve a low operatmg
rate, the codmg places more emphasis
on the lower frequenctes
(0 - 4
kHz), while the higher frequencies
are coded less precisely,
but with
httle perceived
degradation
To this effect, the basic CELP model is
modified
to operate m a spht-band
mode

1.

Introduction

Fig.

CELP

1

Basic

CELP

coder

F(z)= &7,;-k;
it=,

In this paper, the basic CELP structure
IS first reviewed
Then, the
mathematical
derivation
for the more general spilt-band
CELP structure is presented
This structure
can operate in either split or full-band
mode
In Section 5. both structures
are compared
while subjected
to
an operating
rate of 16 kbtts/sec
Vartous parameter
codmg issues are
dtscussed and simulatton
results are presented
Fmally, both structures
are subJectiveiy
compared
to a 16 kbits/sec
narrowband
coder

Basic

ab

MJ,

the formant
residual
signal z(n), which in turn excites the formant
synthesis
filter H(z) = l/(1 - F(r))
to yteld the coded speech signal
g(n) (lower branch of Fig 1) Th e f ormant
and pitch prediction
filters
are respectively
defined as

the baseband
(0 2 - 3.2 kHz) [2], I‘t IS reasonable
to assume that the
incremental
cost of coding the extra bandwidth
found in a wideband
signal should be relatively
small
The added bandwidth
increases
the
perceived speech quality, and helps discriminate
between fricatives
(e g
“f” vs ‘Is”) Potential
apphcations
for this type of coder mclude mobile
telephone,
high-quality
videoconferencing
and voice-mail
services

2.

Gam

Gaussian
Codebook

In recent years, CELP coders have been developed
for narrowband
systems,
and have achieved
high quality speech reproduction
at rates
from 4 8 kbits/sec
to 9 6 kbits/sec
[l]
However,
since roughly
80%
of the perceptually
Important
speech spectral
mformation
lies withm

and

(1)

N.
P(z)

= ~/j,;-iM+I!,

(2)

it=,
where
tively

‘Y, and Nr are the number

The

coding

CELP coding falls m the analysis-by-synf~ests
category
of hnear
predictive
systems
These coders offer a full parametric
representation of speech signals, and can produce communications
quahty output
at rates as low as 4 8 khits/sec
[3,4] The term analysis-by-synlhests
mean5 that the speech codmg analysis
is done at the transmitter
by
synthwzrng
speech signals usmg pre-determrned
synthesis
parameters
(I e qnantlrcd
LPC coefficients.
lag values, pitch parameters
and residnnl waveforms)
The synthesis
parameters
that yield the best match
between the ortgmal and coded speech signals are sent to the receiver
In CELP coders, smce both formant (long-term)
and pitch predictron (short-term)
are used, the residual excitation
signal ts noise-hke.
The residual waveform
IS coded using B bits pomting
to an entry m a

weighted

error

signal

of LPC

e,(n)

and pitch

IS obtamed

coefficients

by passing

rcspec-

the error

e(n) = s(n) - Z(n)
through

the noise shaptng

filter

l+‘(r),

H(Y-)
\V(z) = Ho
where
centrates

codebook
of 2’ waveforms
A simple CELP coder structure
is shown
I,, Figure 1.
An i,PC analysts is first, nwd to obtain t.hr I,PC rorf6rmnt.s
no At.
the syntheses stage, the formant frame (e.g 20 ms) is divrded into pitch
sub-frames
(e g 5 ms) For each sub-frame,
the parameter
selection
IS
performed
by scanning
the codebook,
one waveform f;(n) at a time
For
each waveform, the gain G, the pitch lag M and the pitch coeffictents /J,
are computed
such that the weighted error signal e,(n),
defined below,
The index of the waveform
IS mmtmized
m the mean-square
sense
yielding
the smallest
error energy is sent to the receiver,
along with
the other synthesis
parameters,
The scaled excitatron
waveform
Pi(n)
is fed mto the pitch synthesis
filter G(r) = l/(1 - P(z)) to generate
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the

bandwidth
the

coding

expansion
noise

in the

defined

as

H’(z)
= H(z)

factor,
formant

7 =

(3)
l/II 75. effectively

regions

where

con-

it 1s not as

perceptible
(51
The resulttng
speech quality is a function of the codebook size and
parameter
selection
Codebooks
contannng
as ltttle as 32 waveforms
can yield communications
quahty
coded speech
From a practical
standpomt,
a fully optimal
parameter
selection
IS not possible
In
particular,
the LPC coeffictents
cannot be easily optimized,
due to the
feedback of the formant synthesis
filter
They mnst remarn ~5 derived
at the nuatys1s s1agc
Lhc ptch
pdr<u,lt%~Ts
(gLLIII, Lrg ,llld
II owc”cr,
coefficients)
can be re-optimized.
When the sub-frame
size is smaller
than the pitch lag, the pitch lag m the pitch synthesis
feedhack loop
reduces the optimizatton
to solving a set of linear eqriations

3.

Split-band

CELP

Consider
the spht-band
CELP
model shown in Figure 2
The
codebooks
have been left out for clarity whde the noise shaping
filter
W(z) has been absorbed
into each branch
The excitation
source now
consists of two separate
signals fi(n)
and f‘H(n), respectively
for the
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low and
gain,

high

hand.

For generality,

lag and pitch

on split-band
(using

synthesis

CELP

QMF

[6], each

filters)

In this

research,

speech

signal,

and

the

each band

parameters.
sub-band

a dynamic

spectral

is coded

had

bit

a fixed

bit

work

spectral

scheme

is derived

from

allocation

be expressed

its own set of
reported

its own

allocation

envelope

usmg

is given

In previously

as.

z(n) = 2 c&(k)/+ - k)+ 2 &(qh’(n - k)

model

was used.

the

and

there

X”/

m

full-band

+

is no

down-samplmg

E&(k)h’(n

- k) + c&(k)h’(n
t=0

- k),

The anti-causal
terms in the above equation
are the zeroinput
responses of H’(r), and account for the initial conditions
of each band at
the pitch sub-frame
boundaries.
The impulse response h’(n) IS causal,
and the upper limit in both causal terms summations
can be set to
N - 1 Defining the following terms,
N-l

z~(n)

= c
FL(k)h’(n
k=O

dr. (n)

1

- k).

(7)

N-l

+~(n)
and

= c
%(k)h’(n
it=0

- k),

N-l
ye,,

= c
z~(k - ML - i)h’(n
t=o

y”,,(n)

= c
d;l(k
it=0

- k),

(8)

N-l

?

GH

OH.8 I MH

Fig.

2

Spht-band

CELP

the weighted

structure

error

e,(n)

- MH - i)h’(n

can be expressed

- k),

as:
NIL

The
band

parameters

pitch

factors

GL and

number

of pitch

3.1

subjected

coefficients
GH

This

speech

signals

provides

in each band,

signals,

for every

between

are the

low and

lags ML and Mn
flexible

control

e,(n)=

high

NW

over the

where

pitch sub-frame

s’(n)

of N samples.

expanded

original

the energy

=

where h’(n)

IS the impulse
H’(r)

filter

2

d(k)h’(n

fore,
the

IS also

known

the summation

s’(n)

limits

contributions

t =

of the bandwidth
response

are preserved
achieved

as imtial

by saving

one sub-frame

expanded

duration

sub-frame

formant

of the sub-frame.
to 0 and

excitation

conditions

synthesis

filter

to form

formant

residual

This

memory
filters

signal

(11)

e,(n)‘.

z(n),

(12)

zH(“)

L < 0)

sub-frame.

of the low and high band pitch synthesis
the regenerated

of

XL(n) ’

There-

(i.e.

internal

C

@= kls=)~
where

N - 1, provided

samples

for the current

the formant

sense. Let the energy
sub-frame
be:

However,

is time-varying.

can be changed

(10)

Differentiating
the above equation with respect to the gain and the
pitch coefficients
and setting it equal to 0 yields, for any given pitch lag
values, a linear system of equations.
This is best represented
in matrix
form, Cpv = b, where @, Y and b are as follows’:

YL,l(n)

is

from

(13)

IO',, (")
YH,l(")

to the next

The ouputs
bined

for the

to optimization.

fl=O

(4)

impulse

of past

not subjected

N-l

- k),

t=-m

since the mnnmisation
is done at the pitch sub-frame
level, h’(n) is
fully known and held constant
for the duration
of the sub-frame.
The
signal

all the terms

The optimization
is done in the mean-square
the weighted error signal e,(n)
in the pitch

response

This

contains

s’(n)= s’(n)- 2 d^(k)h’(”
- k)
k=-m

This error is the
and reconstructed

Z(n) = 5 d^(k)h’(n
- k).
b=-m
synthesis

s*(n)

of

and Z’(n)

s’(n)

CPL,~YL,~(~),
,=I

NpL and NPH

the goal is to mnumise

the bandwidth

s'(n) -GL.~L(~)-

and gain

description

the excitation

the error e,(n)
difference

structure

coefficients

Mathematical
Given

to optimization

PL,, and /3~,,, pitch

are eomexpressed
YKN,,, cn)

as

(S*(nbL(n))
w(n)Zff(n))
w(n)YG,l(n))

NPL
2(n)

= GLF‘L(rl)

+

c

p,,,d^,cn

-

ML

-

2)

,=I

(5)

NV,
+ GHFff(n)+

The

pitch

lags

ML and

sub-frame

size. This

prevents

to become

non-lmear

Then,

of all the known
bfH - 1) The

waveforms
bandwidth

c
hf,,d;l(n- MH
t=*

M,y must

both

any feedback

be larger
which

c@(n) can be viewed
FL(~),

expanded

Fjr(n),

&(n

regenerated

“=

- 1).

b =

(s’(n)YH.l(n))
than

causes

the pitch

the equations

as a linear

combination

- ML -i)

and &(n

speech

b*('dYL,NpL('d)

7(n)

\ (s’(nh.N,,
-

can then
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cn)) /

(14)

The matrix Q 1s symmetric
and can be solved using the Cholesky
factorization
technique
Since the solution
vector v depends
on the
pitch lags (from Eq 8), the overall optima1 solution 1s obtained
through
an exhaustive
search of all possible lag values
Then, for each codebook
entry, the hnear system m Eq. 12 is solved
The mdex of the codewords
yieldmg

the lowest

4.
This

error

is then

transmitted

Parameter

section

briefly

design

discusses

to the receiver.

band.

coding

parameter.

In most

cases, the parameter
configuration
and selectlon are based of simulation
results
The wideband
CELP coders are simulated
m floatmg-pomt
on a
general purpose workstatlon.
The wldeband speech signals are sampled
at 16 kllz and are bandlimIted
to 7500 Hz Also, where applicable,
the
parameters
for the full-band
and spht-band
structures
are dealt with
separately.

4.1 fiame

and

sub-frame

sizes

The frame and sub-frame
sizes control the update
rate of all the
codmg parameters
and are set to 320 and 40 samples (50 and 400 Hz)
respectively.
These update rates correspond
to typical frame and subframe durations
(20 ms and 5 ms) found in narrowband
CELP coders.
Faster update rates cbrectly improve the quality of the coded speech
4.2

LPC
The

coefficients

coding

LPC coefficients

(IL are coded

using

Lme Spectral

Frequencies

Pitch

coefficients

Lag

estimate

and

coding

The optimal
solution
for Eq. 12 is computationally
heavy. Indeed,
the system of equations
must be solved for all lag values within the predefined range and all codebook
waveforms
A slightly less optimal,
yet
more efficient approach,
is to solve for the optimal
lag values with the
gams set to zero [l], thus ehmmating
any contribution
from the current
excitations
In essence, this amounts to letting the pitch synthesis filters
free-wheel (or self-excite)
with past regenerated
formant residuals
This
ellmlnates
the computational
burden Induced by nesting exhaustive
lag
and waveform index searches.
The loss in performance
is small [l] since
the contrlbutlons
to the pitch structure
pnmarily
come from the past
regenerated
In the
bands.
quality
4.5

Simulation
results
of the regenerated
design

show that
speech.
and

this does not reduce

the high-band
speech

codewords

Gain

estimate

and

5.

Comparison

selection

from contributing
the best harmonic

method

to the
match

for the spht-band

to

struc-

coding

of full-band
and split-band
wideband
CELP

Based on the simulatton
results, the best full and spilt-band
wideband CELP coders are now compared
while subjected
to a maxImum
operatmg
rate of 16 kb!ts/sec
Durmg the slmulatlons,
the emphasis
has been put on studying
the model structures
rather than developmg
elaborate
parameter
quantization
methods.
To this effect, the comparison is done with no quantization
other than that Introduced
by the
codeword
selection.
The operating
rate calculations
use estimated
bit
requirements
for each parameter
based on existing
narrowband
CELP
implementations,
except for the LPC coefficients,
which use estimates
based on LSF coding experimentations
done on wideband signals.
Two
coder

implementations

are considered

Parameter
LPC

Bits

and listed

Update

rate

in Tables

(Hz)

50

2400

01

5

400

2000

P2

3

400

1200

P3

3

400

1200

6

400

2400

G

codebook

index

1 and 2

Bits/set

48

coefficients

lag M

the perceived

excitation

and provides

For both strucures,
a dlfferentlal
quantize1
with a leaky predictor
(1 tap a = 0 9) is used to code the difference m successive
sub-frame
gam magnitudes.
An extra brt codes the sign
The computed
gains
are quantized
before calculatmg
the error energy t This ensures the
overall best solution
under quantizatlon
constramts.
In split-band
mode, distinct
gams G’L and GH are computed
and
coded.
Experimental
results show that separate
gains, as opposed
to
a common
gain for both bands, help reduce high frequency
hiss and
improve the Segmental
SNR of the regenerated
speech slgnal.

gain

formant
residuals
and not from the current excitations.
spht-band
structure,
a single lag value is used for both

Codeword

An optimal

coding

The computed
optimal
pitch coefficients
are coded with nonuniform scalar quantizers
Quantizatlon
1s done before the error energy
[ (Eq. 11) 1s calculated.
The quantizatlon
error 1s thus accounted
for
wlthm the optimization
For the full-band
structure,
3 pitch taps are
used, while for the spht-band
approach,
there IS 1 tap m each band
In both cases, a higher number
of pitch taps mcreases
the perceived
quality of the coded speech
Also, smce the sampling
rate is 16 kHz,
the pitch parameter
resolution
is finer than that found in narrowband
systems and has an effect similar to fractional
pitch determination
[9].
4.4

prevents

ture can be computatlonally
intensive
due to the nested searches
A
less optimal
approach
IS to let both codebooks
have the same size A
smgle index chooses both the low and the high-band
codeword
Since
most of the error energy E comes from the low-band
contrlbutlon
and
since the optlmlzatlon
IS done by mmlmizing[,
m most cases the effects
of the low-band
codebook
predominate
Yet, this codewords
selectIon
method
remains
flexible enough to accomodate
cases where the high
frequency
contents
of the signal sigmficantly
contrlbutes
to the error
energy.
Experimental
results show that this approach
Induces little
degradation
in the reconstructed
speech and that there IS no perceived
difference between codebooks
of size 512 and 1024. The success of this
method
shows that the high frequencies
found m a wideband
slgnal
need not be coded precisely.
4.6

(LSF’s) [7] These are a transformation
of the direct form coefficients
ok Moreover,
LSF’s are always ordered for stable synthesis
filters and
thus, stablhty
can easily be ensured
after quantlzatlon.
For wldeband
speech, 16 coefficients
are used to model the spectral
envelope,
and a
non-umform
differential
scalar quantization
scheme is used [8] Since
the LSF’s are related to the formants
positions,
allocating
more bits for
the lower LSF’s emphasizes
the perceptually
important
lower frequencles During the simulations,
50 to 60 bits/frame
are used. This figure
could be reduced through
inter and intra-frame
interpolation
[l].
4.3

This

low-band
regenerated
the original speech.

and selection

each

full-band
case), or band-limited
normalized
Gaussian
sequences
Bandhmiting
the codebooks
is done at design time by filtering
a Gaussian
sequence with a low or high-pass
filter. Experimental
results show that
the best configuration
consists m a full-pass codebook
for the low-band
combined
with a sharp cutoff (4 kHz) high-pass
codebook
for the high-

7

400

2800

10

400

4000

Total

16000

selection

For the full-band
structure,
the codebook
consists of normalized
nd Gaussian
sequences.
The optimal
codeword
IS selected by solving
the linear system of Eq 12 for each codeword
entry, and keeping the
Index of the codeword
that yields the smallest
error energy [. The
codeword length is always the same as the sub-frame
size The quality
of the reproduced
speech improves
with the size of the codebook
and
the number of codeword
is set to 1024.
For the split-band
structure,
separate
excitations
are required
for
each band and thus, a low and a high-band
codebook
are used. The
codebooks
can either be normalized
r:d GaussIan
sequences
(as in the
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Table

1

Full-band

coder

configuration

Both coders yield high quality reconstructed
speech (unquantlzed
parameters).
In terms of SegSNR,
the full-band
implementation
is
about 0.5 dB higher than the split-band
approach.
The SegSNR tracks
of Figure 3 show little overall difference between the two methods.
Perceptually,
there are some cases where the full-band
implementation suffers from a slight hollowness
and from a certain hiss around
fricatives.
The split-band
implementation
does not exhibit these problems and generally
produces
richer sound than the full-band
method.

a

Bits

Parameter
LPC

coefficients

Update

rate

(Hz)

Bits/set

48

50

2400

4L

5

400

2000

PH

3

400

1200
2400

gain

Gr.

6

400

gain

GH

4

400

1600

7

400

2800

lag M
codebook

Table

mdex

2

9

Spht-band

400

3600

Total

16000

coder

coder. Informal
teats were conducted
with many different listeners
to
determine
which of the two types of coders (narrowband
vs wideband)
was preferred.
The wideband
coders were always preferred
over the
narrowband
one.
This test clearly

demonstrates

that

the

reproduced

wideband

speech is judged
to be of better quality.
The extra bandwidth
yields
a “fuller” sound, and also greatly enhances
the perception
of fricative
sounds.
The small degradations
found when carefully
listening
to the
coded wideband
signals through
headphones
are not noticeable
in an
open environment
such as a conference
room. Even though the wideband CELP coders were not operating
under full parameter
quantization, these results nevertheless
indicate
that for a potential
operating
bit rate of 16 kbits/sec,
the wdeband
CELP coders can yield a clearer,
richer sound than their narrowband
counterparts.

configuration

6.

Conclusion

The feasibility
of a wideband
CELP speech coder operating
at 16
kbits/sec
has been demonstrated.
To this effect, the basic CELP model
has been extended
to a more general split-band
CELP model.
This
provides
flexible control over the parameters
found m each band. The
spht-band
CELP coder yields a cleaner, richer sound than the full-band
CELP coder. Simulations
also helped determined
that although
they
greatly kmprove the perceived
quality of a coded speech signal, the high
frequencies
found in a wideband
signal need not be coded precwly
Finally,
for the same operating
rate of 16 kbits/sec,
subjective
tests
showed that the wideband
speech coder was preferred to a high-quality
narrowband
coder
This wideband
speech coder offers an attractive
alternative
to conventional
narrowband
coders at rates near 16 kb/s
for many applications.
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